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Storytelling



Storytelling
What is our systematic explanation? 
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(aka a priori, theoretical, 
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Top-Down
(aka a priori, theoretical, 
deductive)

Start with theory
Synonyms or Word Associations
Existing coding schemes

Bottom-Up
(aka Grounded theory, emergent 
coding, inductive)

N-grams
TFIDF
Topic Models
Word Counter or  TextRazor





Imagine that you have a special 
instrument that allows you to 
see what makes up odor. 
The large circle in the drawing 
represents a spot that is 
magnified many times, so you 
can see it up close. 
Create a model of what you 
would see if you could focus on 
one tiny spot in the area 
between the jar and your nose.
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Science

Drawing

Modeling

Hypothesizing

“imagine”
-in vivo code
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Coding Process

1.   Identify common theories or ideas about the topic
1. Read and get to know the data



Coding Process

1.   Identify common theories or ideas about the topic
1. Read and get to know the data
2. Describe each line 

How do you study / what is the best way for you to study? Description

It depends on what I’m trying to learn

Quizlet

Flashcards, highlight notes

It depends on the subject

Have someone quiz me on the material

I like using the Quizlet when I need note memorization and vocabulary. For more 
complex topics, I always do well reading from a textbook and taking handwritten 
notes as well as completing or working through practice problems. 



Coding Process

1.   Identify common theories or ideas about the topic
1. Read and get to know the data
2. Describe each line 
3. Identify ideas or codes (quizzing, context-based, processing info)



Coding Process

1.   Identify common theories or ideas about the topic
1. Read and get to know the data
2. Describe each line 
3. Identify ideas or codes
4. Building wordlists (we’ll get to this later)
5. Building categories of codes



What should I code? 

• What’s interesting?
• Why is it interesting?
• Why am I interested in that? (Richards, 2009)

From Hatch 2002:
• Similarity (things happen the same way)
• Difference (they happen in predictably different ways)
• Frequency (they happen often or seldom)
• Sequence (they happen in a certain order)
• Correspondence (they happen in relation to other activities or events)
• Causation (one appears to cause another) (p.155)

(Amanda keeps a cheat sheet and multiple books of ideas to help inspire ideas)



Second (to nth) cycle of coding

• Recode the data because more accurate words and phrases were 
discovered for the original codes
• Merge together similar codes
• Separate codes that are too large
• Infrequent codes will be assessed for their utility (then kept or 

dropped)



Memo

Memos are ways of summarizing where you are at during your analysis 
and potential interpretations you may have about your data.



Memo

Memos are ways of summarizing where you are at during your analysis 
and potential interpretations you may have about your data.

• Codes, categories, and their relationships
• Initial thoughts on data analysis
• pulling together incidents that appear to have commonalities
• proposals for a specific new pattern code 
• when the analyst does not have a clear concept in mind but is 

struggling to clarify one





Role of Researcher

YOU are the data collection and analysis instrument

• You take notes and decide what topics to record
• What questions do you ask or not ask?
• What do you deem important?
• What are your implicit/explicit theories?
• What do you value? Identities

& Cultures
Experience
& Context



“A DISCOURSE is a socially accepted 
association among ways of using 
language, of thinking, feeling, 
believing, valuing, and of acting that 
can be used to identify oneself as a 
member of a socially meaningful 
group… or to signal (that one is 
playing) a socially meaningful role.”

- Jim Gee

Learning is a process of Enculturation



Learning is a process of Enculturation

DISCOURSE

culture



Culturally-relevant and meaningful 
aspects of a DISCOURSE

CODES

DISCOURSE

culture

CODE
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codes
Things that count as evidence or 

warrants for CODES

Culturally-relevant and meaningful 
aspects of a DISCOURSE

CODES

code CODE



Codebooks



Performance
Metrics

Discussion of one or more criteria 
for device functionality: agility, 
payload, cost, recharge interval, 
and/or safety.

I thought that safety near the 
maximum was not very good (close to 
225 - one had 218 RPN), but other 
than that I was fine with the safety as 
long as it was around 200 or lower.

ExamplesDefinitionNames

Codebooks



Performance
Metrics

Discussion of one or more criteria 
for device functionality: agility, 
payload, cost, recharge interval, 
and/or safety.

I thought that safety near the 
maximum was not very good (close to 
225 - one had 218 RPN), but other 
than that I was fine with the safety as 
long as it was around 200 or lower.

ExamplesDefinitionNames

Codebooks

CODES codesCODES



codes
Things that count as evidence or 

warrants for CODES

Culturally-relevant and meaningful 
aspects of a DISCOURSE

CODES

Grip



code

code code

DISCOURSE

discourse

field notes

culture

CODE

CODE CODE
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“Common Method”
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Percent positive agreement (>70%)



Recall (>0.65)



Precision (>0.65)



F statistic (>0.65)
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Type I error rate rho, using kappa (threshold = 0.65) base rate inflation



Type I error rate rho, using kappa (threshold = 0.65) base rate inflation

Type II error rate rho, using kappa (threshold = 0.65) base rate inflation
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Type II error rate rho, using kappa (threshold = 0.65) base rate inflation



Type I error rate rho, using kappa (threshold = 0.9) base rate inflation

Type II error rate rho, using kappa (threshold = 0.9) base rate inflation
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Type II error rate rho, using kappa (threshold = 0.9) base rate inflation
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What is this about?

Imagine that you have a special 
instrument that allows you to 
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The large circle in the drawing 
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magnified many times, so you 
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Create a model of what you 
would see if you could focus on 
one tiny spot in the area 
between the jar and your nose.
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How have you segmented your data?



What is this about?
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instrument that allows you to 
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What is this about?

Modeling:

Draw
Represent
Circle
Model

Imagine – create a mental 
representation? hypothesize?
thought experiment? 

Imagine that you have a special 
instrument that allows you to 
see what makes up odor. 
The large circle in the drawing 
represents a spot that is 
magnified many times, so you 
can see it up close. 
Create a model of what you 
would see if you could focus on 
one tiny spot in the area 
between the jar and your nose.





Modeling:

Draw
Represent
Circle
Model

Imagine that you have a special 
instrument that allows you to 
see what makes up odor. 
The large circle in the drawing 
represents a spot that is 
magnified many times, so you 
can see it up close. 
Let’s sit in a circle.



5-minute break
Hydration, snack, chatting, etc. 
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When have I coded enough?



Human Rater 1 Human Rater 2

Automated 
Classifier

Kappa > 0.9
rho< 0.05

Kappa > 0.9
rho< 0.05

Kappa > 0.9
rho< 0.05



Workshop 2B: Introduction to nCoder
An Applied Example 
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Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)

● Exploration of individual’s discussions in applying for SSDI benefits

● Data consists of posts scraped from seven online forums

● Spans years from 2004 to 2019

● How do conversations differ between those initially applying and those who 
have been denied and are appealing?

● Specific interest in the central theme of medical evidence relative to different types of 
medical conditions

Introduction



Data & Analysis
● Large amount of unstructured data (~150,000 posts)

● Approach to getting started with automated coding:
● Unsupervised machine learning techniques

● Topic modeling using LDA

● Efficiently analyze large data sets for latent topics and associated words

● Read the data set

● Seems simple but useful for idiosyncratic nature of specific data

● Helpful for grasping emic nature of discourse (ex. acronym usage)

● Use related external resources as source material

● Lots of material from the Social Security Administration such as Blue Book



Initial Results

● Achieved κ > 0.90 and ρ < 0.05 for all codes between human rater and nCoder
● Needed between 100 and 700 lines of data per code

● Full three-way validation for Denial/Appeals code

Code Training Lines Testing Lines IRR – κ(ρ)

Denial/Appeals 460 100 0.97 (0.00)

Initial Application 300 100 0.97 (0.01)

Medical Evidence 700 100 0.91 (0.05)

Mental Health 90 100 0.97 (0.01)

Neurological Conditions 100 100 0.97 (0.00)

Pain 110 100 0.97 (0.00)



Code Example
Code Definition Examples Classifiers IRR

Denial 
and/or 
Appeals 
Process

References being denied at any 
stage of the Social Security 
Disability Insurance application 
process, however not the initial 
application itself; this may refer to 
the initial denial, the appeals 
process, or references to prior 
experience with being denied of 
the appeals process. For reference, 
the appeals process is a complex, 
multi-stage process administered 
by a reconsideration process; 
hearings by an administrative law 
judge, or ALJ; and the Social 
Security appeals council.

Likewise, without having the 
entire case record, including 
oral testimony, to review, it 
would be pure speculation to 
try to predict the ALJ's 
decision on a case as complex 
as has been presented.

I will be looking for someone 
else after the reconsideration 
phase because I know I will 
not be approved.

\balj
\bdeny
\bdeni\w+
\bappeal
\breconsideration
\bjudge
\bcouncil
\btestif
\bprocess.*?\bdecision
\bexplor.*?\boption
\badjudicator
\bhearing(?!(\w|\s)*?\b((v
oice)|(from)|(loss)))

0.97
(0.00)



Tips When Using nCoder

• Generally easier to code with smaller segmentation sizes (data permitting)

• Usually easier to split codes than combine them

• Worthwhile to get basic understanding of regular expression bestiary
• Character classes - \w \d \s \b and Special characters - ^ $ . * + ?
• R – https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/stringr/vignettes/regular-expressions.html

• Keep the regex patterns simple
• Sometimes more powerful

• \bteach.*\b matches teach, teaching, teacher, and teachable etc., but not reteach…

• Easier to debug

• Easier to look for the presence rather than absence of patterns

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/stringr/vignettes/regular-expressions.html
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